Review of
MD530F Little Bird - Full Pack (MVZ-190)
Created by Milviz

Intro

The MD530F helicopter is a single engine 1-2 crew light utility helicopter and the third member
of the Hughes/MD500 series built by Hughes Helicopters and McDonnell Douglas Helicopter
systems since the mid-1970s with introduction in the early 1980s (1982).
The original platform was the famous Hughes OH-6 Cayuse/Loach with the very characteristic
Y-tale that was used by the military in several countries around the globe and which also had a
civilian version named Hughes 500.
The MD530F version is a high heat and high altitude helicopter making it a superb solution for
heavy lifting in bad weather conditions due to its higher tolerances.

Aircraft Information & Specs








Produced by Hughes & McDonnell Helicopters
First flight Mid-1970s
Introduction 1982
Role Light Utility Helicopter
Status Active
Built 4,700 (md500 series)











Crew 1-2 (pilot and navigator)
Capacity 5 total
Length 32 ft 7 in (9.94 m)
Rotor diameter 27 ft 4 in (8.33 m)
Height 8 ft 9 in (2.48 m)
Disc area 587.5 sq ft (54.6 m2)
Empty weight 1,591 lb (722 kg)
MTOW 3,550 lb (1,610 kg)
Power plant 1x Allison 250-C30 Turboshaft 650 hp (485 kW)







Maximum speed 152 knots (175 mph, 282 km/h)
Cruise speed 135 knots (155 mph, 250 km/h)
Range 232 nmi (267 mi, 430 km)
Service ceiling 18,700 ft (5,700 m)
Rate of climb 2,069 ft/min (10.5 m/s)

Purchase, Download, Installation & General Information

I purchased this add-on directly through FSPilotShop and selected the instant download
without a CD by a courier. Downloading the complete file of about 565MB only took a very
short time due to a really good connection to the FSP’s download server.
Installation of the MD530F was very simple – when the file was downloaded I had to unzip the
file and open the installation folder which contained the total of 2x installation wizards – one
for the FSX installation and one for the P3D installation. Together with the installation wizards
there were also some additional kmlvz files that are used to support the 3 rd party avionics and a
small txt document providing good information on how to install the kmlvz files.

The review here is based on the FSX installation and when activating the installation wizard
everything was automatically installed within a few minutes. There are no license/serial key(s)
to be entered, so when the installation wizard had finished, the MD530F was actually ready for
use.
However there were just one thing that the installation wizard was unable to perform, or which
was not a part of the code and process for the installation wizard, and that was to copy and
paste the included kmlvz files into the Milviz/MD530 folder within the FSX directory – this I
had to perform manually. No problem though, this was very clearly written in the Install_Notes
but it could have been excellent if that was a part of the installation wizards process/coding.
After the installation was completed I checked the FSX directory to see if the helicopter was
installed as required and of course it was. Hereafter I opened up FSX and went into my virtual

hangar to verify that everything again was installed correctly. I quickly found the helicopter in
the virtual hangar featuring a total of 18 liveries – each livery was represented with a unique
image of the corresponding paint scheme and this I like very much indeed. This small detail
makes it very easy for the simmer to select the correct helicopter livery quickly and just gives a
more professional feeling of the add-on.

I had now downloaded, installed and verified that the helicopter was installed correctly and
now turned my focus on the additional software included in this download. Milviz has included
a Menu/Add-on Manager which is a small software program supporting several of Milviz’s addons.
Currently I have the MD530F and the Bell 407 installed – and therefore the Add-on Manager's
entry only features these two helicopters. To enter the specifics for an add-on just click the
helicopter/aircraft that you want to configure and the Add-on Manager opens up a secondary
window supporting the configuration program of the selected add-on.

When entering the MD530F configuration program the simmer now has a nice variety of
options to change both external and internal layout together with adding the 3rd party software
into the helicopter - please note that to add the 3rd party software you need to own that
software which has to be purchased separately (the Mindstar and F1 avionics software).
The MD530F Full Pack which I installed, features the modifications of the virtual cockpit to
include the Mindstar and F1 avionics as being integrated into the helicopter, but to get the
functionalities of these 3rd party avionics you need to purchase them additionally. Since I do not
own neither the Mindstar or the F1 avionics software, then this is excluded from the review and
my setup is the original Milviz MV MD530F Full Pack version.

F1 Avionics modification

Mindstar Avionics modification

The configuration manager for the MD530F helicopter consists of 2 pages and a controls
program interface (force trim setup). The two pages are separated so that page 1 features all the
customization for the original configuration from Milviz and page 2 features the additions that
can be integrated as e.i. the Mindstar and F1 avionics etc.

Page 1:

On page one (here above) you can select which layout you want to configure simply just by
clicking on the variant in the left side list. Thereafter you can customize the exterior by adding
or removing the cargo hook, the wire cutters and the pilot figure. If the marker to the right of the
option is highlighted with green it means that the selection is active.
The bottom section enables the simmer to select various avionic layouts, together with an
option to remove or add the door (often military versions are without doors) and also an option
to have the helicopter loaded in either a cold & dark or ready-to-fly stage.
What is very important here is to remember to save each livery individually, meaning that if I do
not click the save button and just moves on to the next livery, then the changes that are made
are not saved. To save, just click the save button and the marker will highlight in green for a few
seconds and then turn off again.
I absolutely love the fact that the configuration manager features this option so that the simmer
can customize the helicopter(s) to his/hers own requirements. I also very much like that the
image to the right in the configuration manager shows the impact of the different selections. All
in all a very user friendly and easy to use configuration manager.

The various avionic layouts are the following:
RXP430-530

GNS430-530

Std

Page 2 in the configuration manager has the focus on the 3rd party additions to the helicopter as
the Mindstar and F1 Avionics etc. together with the additional equipment used for these
avionics -> these are not a part of this review but I just wanted to show the possibilities by
adding page 2 to this review.

When you purchase this add-on you also get a very comprehensive manual featuring a total of
237 pages. The manual can be downloaded from FSPilotShop or from Milviz's own website of
course free of charge.
The manual is not entirely written by Milviz since a huge part of the manual is actually a copy
from the real world manual of the MD530F. This is however really nice since Milviz has created
a very realistic helicopter and therefore the real world manual can be used to an high extend.
The manual features how to install and get started with the helicopter together with a huge
number of specs, tables, procedures, limitations and diagrams etc. I have not read the complete
manual 100% but skimmed all 237 pages and dived into specific sections of the manual.
The helicopter is not that complicated but there are still several specific areas that the simmer
needs to know and understand before being able to get the most of the helicopter - for example
you cannot just do a take-off with max power and pitch without getting an engine warning due
to overheating the engine - this will cause an engine failure and the ride ends rather quickly. An
excellent detail and this just shows that Milviz certainly has created a helicopter with great
system details, but this I will take a closer look at later in the review.
Additionally the add-on also features a high resolution paint-kit for the simmers who enjoy
creating their own liveries.
I had absolutely no issues with the add-on through-out the entire process but I did contact the
Milviz support because I could not understand why the Mindstar and F1 avionics was not
working. This was however simply just because I had not read the manual thoroughly enough
before contacting Milviz support, and for that I do apologize to Milviz.
I got a very quick, professional and friendly reply from Milviz who helped me understand that to
get the 3rd party avionics to work I had to purchase that software separately - this was also
stated clearly in the manual I later on discovered. I want to thank Milviz for this excellent
support - I had my reply within 12 hours, and please have in mind that my time zone is very
different to Milviz I'm sure, so this was indeed a fast reply.
The very next day I had a follow-up from another Milviz supporter asking me if everything was
okay. This is really very professional and my experience with the Milviz support is excellent!








Platforms
File Size
DirectX
Liveries
Manual
License Key

FSX, P3D v1.4, P3D v2.0
565Mb (download)
Supports both DX10 and DX11
18
237 pages download form either FSP or Milviz
No license/serial key needed

External

I started my test with an external walk-around the helicopter to see the details, the textures and
the overall realism. At the same time I had found several images of the real world MD530F so
that I was able to compare the complete helicopter.
What I discovered was a helicopter created in great detail and which resembled the real world
counterpart perfectly. The helicopter features a huge number of specific details down to even
the small nails that holds the metal plates to the body. The textures are certainly high quality
textures and my first impression was simply; Wow.
I toured the helicopter several times using various layouts and liveries and I was truly amazed by
all the detailing that Milviz had been able to create and integrate into this model. Secondly I
started to put my focus on the various animations that could be created for such an helicopter.
Animated doors together with animated controls as the torque pedals, cyclic and collective that
could be viewed from the outside. Also the pilot was animated and moved smoothly according
to the control inputs that I gave.
One thing that I often see is forgotten when developers create a helicopter, are the animations of
the rotor blades pitch angle - this both for the main rotor but also the tail rotor. This however
was certainly NOT forgotten by Milviz. Both the tail and the main rotor blades were fully
animated and the pitch was aligned with the control input meaning that if I only raised the
collective 30% the pitch angle of the main rotor blades would also only change by 30% and the
same with the tail rotor and the torque pedals.
I did however notice that when using the cyclic I could not see a movement on the main rotor
which I would have expected - maybe the movement in real life is very little, but I would
imagine that there at least should have been a small movement animated. I know this is a tiny
detail, but still I would have loved if that was included.
The animation of the tail rotor pitch I could see was not restricted to only be an animation of the
rotor blades but also the connection bar and mechanism that transfers this movement from the
torque pedals to the rotor blades. Really nice detail!
Other animations are of course the rotation of the main and tail rotor which has a very realistic
movement. The animation includes the complete start-up from low to high rpms together with
the blades bending downwards when the engine is off or at very low rpms.
It does seem that the animation of the main rotor lacks the bending upwards animation when
taking off or just flying. I did view several videos of the MD500 series and could see that the flexeffect upwards was extremely limited in real life, so my conclusion is that the rotor animation is
very realistic.

In regards to effects, then there are of course the light effect which is really good. The lights has
a very clear and bright shine and resembles the real world lights very well. The lights are DX10 /
DX11 compatible.
Other effects are e.i. the smoke effect when starting up the engine - the effect is fair but not
exceptional but still adds to the overall experience of the external part of the helicopter.

Internal

Going from the outside to the inside of the helicopter I now found myself sitting in a very
realistic environment. Everything is modeled very accurately, the instrument panel, the
collective, torque pedals, cyclic, seats, buttons, switches etc. There are no 2D cockpit included
in this model but the virtual cockpit (VC) is very well made and also includes the two rear seats
which would be referred to as a virtual cabin.
The instrument panel consists of various old fashioned gauges and toggle switches. The gauges
are of a good quality with a realistic look and a smooth and sensitive needle movement. All
toggle switches and other switches/buttons are all animated meaning that they can be clicked
and when clicked a sound file is activated and provides the simmer with a realistic sound.
I have searched the internet for real world images of the MD530F cockpit and found that this
cockpit comes with a huge number of different layouts and instrumentation - none of the
pictures that I found were 100% identical with the Milviz's virtual cockpit, but since there are
such a huge number of layouts I find that the Milviz virtual cockpit could easily be a real life
replica cockpit.
Below the instrument panel there is a console, which depending on the setup made in the
Configuration Manager, features the various avionics and radios together with all the fuses. The
console is created with the same high level of quality as the instrument panel.
The textures used in the VC and virtual cabin are all high quality textures The overall level of
details are absolutely awesome, the finish is really good with sharp and clean edges and the
depth performance (3D experience) is very realistic. The effect when looking through the
windows are true to real life if the helicopters were brand new - I did however miss the effect
with a few tiny scratches here and there due to usage, handling etc. but that is again just a very
small detail.
There are several animations in the VC such as the various buttons, switches etc. but of course
also all the controls as the cyclic, the collective and the torque pedals. Both the left and right side
torque pedals move in accordance with each other and the rpms control on the collective is also
animated. All animations are created with a super smooth and realistic movement that is
perfectly aligned with the corresponding control input that I gave the helicopter.
The atmosphere created in the VC is very realistic. I have however never flown in theMD530F in
real life but I have flown in a Aerospatiale AS-350 and a Sikorsky S-300, so those experiences are
what I am using to comparing the MD530F's virtual cockpit experience with.
Please notice in the below pictures two pictures showing the main rotor from the VC - one is
with and the other without the wire cutters which can be customized in the Config. Manager.

Without Wire Cutters

With Wire Cutters

Sound

The sound set included in this add-on is very good - there are various environmental sounds in
the virtual cockpit supporting the buttons, switches and chimes etc. but there are also several
sound files that supports the various stages of the engines rpms both created for external view
and internal view.
The sound sets used for the engines various stages (rpms) are very realistic and resembles the
real world MD530F helicopter sound very accurately both internally and externally - this I have
compared to various sound files that I was able to find on the internet.
Regarding the internal environmental sound sets for the buttons, toggle switches and doors etc.
then these sounds are fair and fits the helicopter but seems to be rather similar with the default
FSX sound files.
I have recorded an engine start-up video so that you can hear the various engine sound files both
externally and internally - this video is published on my YouTube channel and can be found
using the below link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8yevcoKhFiw

I have tested the sound set using three different settings/options and I found that the sound set
works perfectly with all three settings/options.





Ordinary stereo headset
2.1 stereo with font speakers and subwoofer
7.1 surround sound

Flight Dynamics

Flight dynamics.... yes that is one tricky part of the test since I have never flown the MD530F
helicopter in real life. I do have a lot of real aviation experience as a pilot and that is of course
something that I had in mind when testing the characteristics of this helicopter.
I started taking a look in the manual and also searching the internet to get as many specs as
possible which I could then compare with the experience I got flying the helicopter. I have
specifically checked out following specs:






Max Speed at sea level
Max cruise speed at sea level
Rate of climb
Max operating altitude (not service ceiling)

The FSX setting were summer, daytime (01.00 pm), temperature 68F = 20C with an air pressure
of 29,92 inches HG = 1013 hPa and using the Milviz MV MD530F AFG version.
Max IAS at sea level is written to be 152 knots in the specs and this is also what the IAS gauge
indicates with the red line. However when actually flying I got the overspeed warning already
when passing 144 knots - I tried that several times with some of the other MF530F versions as
well and still got the same result. The marking on the gauge is correct according to the specs but
the chimes warning falls a bit short.
Max cruise speed at sea level is written to be 135 knots in the specs which is also what is
marked on the IAS gauge by the red/white bar. I also tested this spec several times but when
flying at an ALT of 300' MSL, keeping the TOT at 7,8 and Torque at 59,4 (max settings) and the
VSI at 0, I could only manage to reach about 120-125 knots so again I would say that the
accuracy is a little off.
Rate of climb is written in the specs to be 2,069'/min (10,5m/sec) flying the helicopter at day
with 20C. This was very close to what I experienced when I set the max TOT and Torque and
keeping the IAS at 0, I had a quite stable climb with 2,000' up until about 15,000' where the
climb rate slowly decreased. Of course the TOT and Torque decreased when climbing as well
but that I could to some point counteract but increasing the pitch angle of the main rotor blades.

Max operating altitude which is not to be understood as the service ceiling (17,800') is written
to be 20,000' - this I of course also wanted to test and this I did in the same test as the Rate of
Climb.
My experience took me above the maximum of 20,000' with still a positive VSI. I continued
until I reached 23,000' and at this altitude I still had a stable rate of climb on my VSI to be 750800'/min. How far I could take it I don't know because I terminated the test at ALT 23,000'
which is way above maximum (15% above).
The conclusion for these four tests are that the flight dynamics are not 100% accurate - In my
opinion the Max IAS and Max Cruise are indeed a little off but still within a fair limit. The Rate
of climb was very accurate but the Max operating altitude was unfortunately way off.
This however was not the end of the tests of the flight dynamics - this add-on is a helicopter and
what could be more fun than to test if this add-on could actually perform an autorotation. I
started out by reading the manual and looking at the specs to get a clue of the performance
together with watching a few videos of helicopters performing autorotation - I am certainly not
a professional helicopter pilot but practice makes perfect as they say, so I started trying out my
skills at autorotation.
What I discovered was very surprising - the helicopter could actually perform an autorotation
that was quite realistic and in accordance to the videos and specs that I had viewed and read. I
did the autorotation several times with various IAS settings and ALT starting points. That was
truly an amazing experience and a huge plus for the add-on.
Milviz has created the helicopters systems very well and also included that, you as the pilot, can
overstress the engine and thereby having an engine failure. This can be provoked simply by
adding too much Torque and TOT during flight or even just at take-off by raising the collective
too much.
When doing so and exceeding a TOT of 7,8 and an Torque of 59,4 (red lines) you get a chime
warning together with a blink in the annunciators panel, and if you do not react on this warning
you will experience an engine failure after about 5 seconds - then you really need to be able to
perform the autorotation and therefore I think it is an awesome feature that Milviz has created.
I found that the best glide ratio was in accordance with what was stated in the manual = 80
knots and that the helicopter performed much like a glider. The most important part was to
keep the main rotor turning by keeping the IAS high, if the IAS got too low the main rotor
would stop and the helicopter would drop from the sky as a uncontrollable rock.

Controlling the helicopter in the autorotation stage was easy - cyclic back mend nose up and
airspeed dropping and vise verse. Turning the helicopter was as normal with cyclic right/left and
supported by the pedals.
I found out that I could actually manipulate the rate of descent by either lowering or raising the
collective hereby changing the pitch angle of the main rotor blades. This worked quite similar to
the spoilers found on gliders and since I have actually flown quite a lot of different gliders, I felt
like I was completely on the top of the autorotation.
Actually I also made a video of one of my autorotations which can be viewed on my YouTube
channel or just by clicking on the link here below. The engine failure in the video is not a real
mechanical failure created by overstressing the engine or similar, I simply just cut off the fuel
supply - however the outcome is the same.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwBp6iM6asI

Additionally to the test of specs I have of course also focused on the realism of the controls, and
in my opinion they all have a real feel. The collective handles very easily however it does seem to
be a bit sensitive which gave me some challenges for the first pair of landings.
The cyclic generates very smooth and realistic movements of the helicopter which makes it quite
easy to handle - I quickly got the feeling of the cyclic and found it absolutely excellent and I like
that it was very difficult to "over" control the cyclic. That again helps keeping the helicopter
stable and easy to handle.
In regards to the torque pedals I do find them extremely sensitive and that was quite a challenge
for me. Normally I am used to make a decent press on the pedals to get an effect, but not with
these pedals.
Overall I do find the controls to be very realistic and flying the helicopter was truly an excellent
experience which I enjoyed very much.

Conclusion

My conclusion for this helicopter add-on created by Milviz is, that this certainly is a high quality
add-on featuring an exceptionally accurate and detailed model, a very beautiful virtual cockpit
and virtual cabin that really provides the simmer with lots of eye candy together with a very
realistic atmosphere.
The textures are high quality textures, the accuracy within the virtual cockpit, the cockpit
systems and the instrument panel is also superb. The finish is good and the depth performance
(3D effect) in the virtual cockpit and virtual cabin is very realistic.
The model features various animations which are all very well made together with some few
effects which are also of a good quality. The included sound set resembles the real world
MD530F sound nicely and the add-on features not only a static engine sound but also a
complete engine start-up and shutdown sound set together with an environmental sound set for
pressing buttons, clicking switches, chimes, wind passing by and etc.
The flight dynamics are in general within a fair range of the specs and I really enjoyed the fact
that I was able to perform an autorotation. The add-on had no negative effect on my frame rates
and worked beautifully.
Yes, there are a few glitches but they are all minor glitches and could easily be corrected by an
update to the add-on.
This is in my opinion the absolute best MD500-series helicopter add-on that I have ever tried for
any flight simulator and I would certainly recommend my fellow simmers to get this helicopter.
I want to thank Milviz for creating this awesome helicopter add-on - keep up the good work!

Rays Aviation

My systems specs (medium computer)



Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600K 4x3.40 GHz (Turbo 3.80 GHz)



Gigabyte Z68A-D3-B3 motherboard



8Gb Kingston HyperX DDR3-1600



Nvidia GeForce GTX580 1536Mb GDDR5 Ram PCI-E



Seagate 1000Gb SATA3 6Gb/s Fluid Silent 7200rpm



Win7 64-bit



FSX + Acceleration



Thrustmaster A-10A HOTAS Warthog



Saitek Combat Rudder Pedals

Real World Variants (MD500 Series Wiki)

369
Military prototype designated YOH-6A
369A
Military production designated OH-6
MD 500C (369H)
Improved five seat commercial variant powered by an Allison 250-C18B engine rated at 317 shp
(236 kW)
MD 500M Defender (369HM)
Military export version as the MD500 Defender
MD 500C (369HS)
Improved four-seat commercial variant by an Allison 250-C20 rated at 400 shp (298 kW)
MD 500C (369HE)
A 369HS with higher standard interior fittings
MD 500D (369D)
New commercial version from 1976 powered by an Alison 250-C20B rated at 420 shp (313 kW)
MD 500E (369E)
Executive version of the 500D with recontoured nose
NH-500E
Italian-built version of the 500E. License-produced by Breda Nardi before merging with Agusta
MD 530F (369F)
Hot and high version of the 500E powered by an Allison 250-C30B rated at 650 shp (485 kW)
MD 520N
NOTAR version of the 500E

